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ESG investing: is it doing what
you expect?
In a sector overloaded with terminology, comparing different types of investment
can be confusing. Terms like ‘ESG (environmental, social & corporate governance)’,
‘responsible’, ‘socially responsible’, ‘sustainable’ and ‘impact’ are often used
interchangeably.
When is an investment sustainable? What does responsible investment mean? Is it better or worse
than sustainable? How does ESG investing fit in with this?
When language is unfamiliar, the risk of greenwash rises (intentionally or not).
Of course, there is no one ‘right’ investment approach. You may have different objectives and for
many, this process is often a journey.
The key is making sure the label doesn’t trip you up when aligning your investment approach with
your personal motivations.
So, if your message to your adviser is ‘I want to do good with my investments’ understanding how
different portfolios align to your objectives is important.

ESG
ESG is a metric associated with financial risk and opportunity. This means potentially ploughing
even more capital into companies and sectors which may be an unexpected surprise. As long as
we understand what ESG is and what it isn't, it can be a useful lens to view a fund through. But it
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only provides partial visibility.
At the other end of the spectrum, impact investing optimises for a set of desired outcomes, rather than
just maximising one. It goes well beyond ESG screening and seeks to proactively place capital where it
can make a restorative return to people and planet, plus hopefully a positive financial return to you.
If your goal is financial returns along with positive social and environmental impact, ESG screening
may not fully meet your expectations.

Impact
Like ESG, impact investing seeks risk-adjusted financial return. But unlike ESG, profit isn’t the only
objective. Rather it has a dual-purpose alongside a focus on specific positive outcomes, like combating
climate change and poverty and creating a fairer and just transition to a more habitable world.

Impact investing achieves this by:
■ Proactively placing capital where it can make a positive difference – investing in companies that
seek to solve environmental and social issues.

■ Optimising for a specific set of desired outcomes, rather than just maximising one
Put simply, impact investing simply allows you to invest in funds holding shares in companies that
generate the most positive impact and do the least harm.
Wherever your objectives lie, your adviser at Helm Goodfrey will be able to direct you to a solution
that best suits your motivations and financial goals.

This newsletter is for general information only and is not intended to be advice to any specific person. You are recommended to seek competent professional advice before taking or refraining from taking any action on the basis of the contents of this
publication. The FCA does not regulate tax advice, so it is outside the investment protection rules of the Financial Services and Markets Act and the Financial Services Compensation Scheme. The newsletter represents our understanding of law and HM
Revenue & Customs practice. 
© Copyright 7 March 2022. All rights reserved

INVESTMENT

The only way is up: handling inflation
After years of slumber, the inflation
dragon is stirring. Are you prepared to
meet the challenge?

Beware holding excess cash
The Bank of England is now lifting rates, but
there remains a huge gap between deposit and
inflation rates. We all need to hold some readily

CPI annual inflation reached 5.4% in 2021.

accessible funds, but make sure that you are

Twelve months earlier the rate was just 0.6%.

not holding more than you need as a rainy-day

The sudden return of inflation has surprised

reserve, because it comes at a cost.

many, including the Bank of England. It is now
Credit: Cozine/ Shutterstock.com

busy raising interest rates. But what should you
be doing?

Check your protection
The flipside of inflationary price rises is the
falling value of money. If you have life cover,
critical illness cover or income protection

Reassess your investment strategy
An investment strategy that has worked well in
the era of low inflation and near zero interest
rates may not be as appropriate when inflation
and interest rates are both rising. An obvious
area for review is holdings in fixed interest
investments, which suffer when inflation
devalues future payments.

that pays a fixed amount, then inflation is
eroding its value to your family. To maintain

to fund your desired standard of living in

their protection, you might need to consider

retirement. There is only one way to do

arranging some top up cover.

that: your pension contributions will need
to increase. Even if your contributions are

Review your retirement planning

earnings linked, that may not provide a

Inflation means that, all other things being

sufficient increase – the latest data show

equal, you will need a larger pension pot

earnings growth lagging behind price inflation.

TAX

Counting the cost of the frozen
tax landscape
The cost of living squeeze looks likely to be further constricted from April as rising
taxes bite. How can you plan for the effect?
The government has also frozen a number
of tax thresholds, including the personal
allowance, the higher and the additional rate

B Shares do not offer the same level of capital
security as cash deposits. Investing in shares should
be regarded as a long-term investment and should
fit in with your overall attitude to risk and financial
circumstances.
The value of your investment and any income from it
can go down as well as up and you may not get back
the full amount you invested. Past performance is not
a reliable indicator of future performance.
TAX

Declare your
side hustle
Do you have earnings beyond your
main job?

bands. Over time, more people will be dragged
into higher tax brackets as earnings rise.

One side effect of the pandemic has been an
increase in people creating other sources of

Mitigating tax rises

income to supplement their earnings. Often

You may not be able to avoid these taxes

such ‘side hustles’ are regarded as self-

completely, but there are planning strategies to

employment and outside the PAYE system that

The biggest change is to National Insurance

try. They are likely to be most effective if your

applies to employees’ earnings. However, they

contributions (NICs). From 6 April these will

current earnings are just below one of the main

still generate income on which you may need

increase by 1.25 percentage points across the

tax bands.

to pay tax and National Insurance.

Employees can opt for salary sacrifice,

Exemptions

where you agree to cut your salary, with the

If the extra income is not more than £1,000

The new rate will be applied on income

equivalent amount paid into your pension.

gross in a tax year, then it may be tax-exempt

between £9,880 and £50,270. Anything over

There is no immediate cash saving, but you’ll

thanks to the trading allowance. If your

this will be subject to a 3.25% NI charge. The

be boosting your overall reward package (via

additional earnings are more, then you must

government has also increased the self-

pensions) rather than handing more to the

tell HMRC and pay any tax that is due. You

employed main rate NI contributions, which go

taxman.

might still be able to benefit from the trading

Credit: Jevanto Productions /Shutterstock.com

board. For employees the main rate of NI will
increase from 12% to 13.25%.

up to 10.25%.
These higher rates are intended first to boost
funding for the NHS and then from 2023 to pay

allowance.

B The value of tax reliefs depends on your individual
circumstances and is subject to change. The Financial
Conduct Authority does not regulate tax advice.

Either way, make sure you keep records and do

The value of your investment and any income from it
can go down as well as up and you may not get back
the full amount you invested.

B The value of tax reliefs depends on your individual
circumstances. Tax laws can change. The Financial
Conduct Authority does not regulate tax advice.

not think you can hide the income from HMRC.

for social care costs, both under extra strain
from the pandemic. Dividend tax is also up by
1.25%, which will affect those running their own
businesses, as well as investors.

ESTATE PLANNING

Credit: Ivanko80/Shutterstock.com
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Gifting from income and other
estate planning options
The question marks hanging over inheritance tax (IHT) have disappeared, but as
the impact of the tax on families and individuals is growing, there are strategies to
mitigate your liability.
When the then Chancellor, Philip Hammond, asked the Office of Tax Simplification (OTS) back in
January 2018 to consider how to simplify IHT, two reports followed. The second, issued in July 2019,

Are you
saving in the
right ISA?
Despite bumpy stock markets, the
returns on stocks and shares ISAs
comfortably outperformed those
from cash ISAs over the past year.

proposed a range of significant reforms to IHT. Then all went silent. Finally, on 30 November 2021,
a letter from the Treasury to the OTS was published stating, “…the Government has decided not to

You can save £20,000 a year across

proceed with any [IHT] changes at the moment, but will bear your very valuable work in mind if the

ISA products, although some, such as

Government considers reform of IHT in the future”.

Lifetime and Junior ISAs, have lower
specific limits. The various tax free

By the time clarity had arrived, the current Chancellor had frozen the IHT nil rate bands until at least

options are still worth including in your

April 2026. By then the main nil rate band will have been stuck at £325,000 for 17 years. As many

planning. Data from Moneyfacts show in

are learning from the freezing of the personal allowance (also to 2026), inflation turns a freeze

the year to February 2022, the average

into a tax increase and HMRC is feeling the benefit. Between January 2009 and January 2022 IHT

stocks and shares ISA grew by 6.92%,

receipts rose by 98% while prices increased by 35%.

compared to just 0.51% from a cash ISA.
Interest rates hit a record low in 2020,

Using gifts
In highlighting several features of the current IHT
rules that it felt needed reform, ironically the OTS
report supplied a list of planning opportunities
worth considering. These included:

■ Normal expenditure gifts If you make gifts that

In 2026 the main nil rate
band will have been stuck
at £325,000 for 17 years.
Inflation has turned this freeze
into an increase.

resulting in meagre returns on these
deposit accounts. However, returns on
stocks and shares ISAs are volatile, with a
drop in returns from 13.55% in 2020/21.
Many people look to open an ISA at the
end of the tax year, or start of the new

are: regular; out of your income (including ISA

one, using their annual allowance. Cash

income); and do not reduce your standard of living then they are exempt from IHT, regardless

ISAs are a safe option, and ideal for

of their size. In its second report the OTS said it had heard “…from a few respondents that the

savings that you might need to access

exemption has on occasion been used to exempt gifts worth more than £1 million for individuals

at short notice. But with rising inflation,

with a very high annual income”.

cash held for long periods of time is likely
to lose its value in real terms. Stocks

At more modest levels the exemption could mean, for example, that if your regular spending

and shares ISAs are better suited to

pattern has fallen because of the pandemic, you could use the savings to make gifts free of IHT.

longer-term savers. Historically at least,

Similarly, any investment income usually automatically reinvested is a potential source of normal

equity-based investments are most likely

expenditure gifts.

to outpace inflation over longer time

■ Outright lifetime gifts Outright gifts suffer no immediate IHT liability and are free of IHT if
you survive seven years after making them. If you do not reach the seven-year point, any IHT

frames, maintaining the spending power
of your savings.

liability on the gift is reduced by 20% per year from the start of the fourth year, e.g. at five and
a half years only 40% of the full IHT is payable on death. The OTS had proposed that the sliding
scale of tax should be abolished, commenting that “taper relief is complicated and not well
understood”.

■ Pensions While the OTS did not make any specific recommendations on the IHT treatment of

B Investing in shares should be regarded as
a long-term investment and should fit in with
your overall attitude to risk and financial
circumstances.

pensions, its report did say “…it appears anomalous that some pension policies can be included

For more information on any of these opportunities, please contact us.

The value of your investment and any income
from it can go down as well as up and you
may not get back the full amount you invested.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of
future performance.

B The value of tax reliefs depends on your individual circumstances. Tax laws can change. The Financial Conduct
Authority does not regulate tax advice.

The Financial Conduct Authority does not
regulate tax advice, and tax laws can change.

within an estate for Inheritance Tax purposes while other comparable pension savings are not”.
The pension flexibility regime introduced in 2015 has increased the value of some pension
arrangements in IHT planning.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Who gets to choose
when you retire?
The government’s recognised retirement age is moving further away from public
perceptions of the ideal point to stop work.

News round up
Stop Press:
war in Ukraine
The impacts of the Russian invasion of
Ukraine on 24 February are being felt

Recent research by Aviva revealed that 60 is the

■ Not raising the retirement age, however,

across Europe and the wider world as

most popular target age for early retirement.

ramps up government expenditure because

share and bond markets have experienced

Coincidentally, that research was published a

pensions for the relevant age group will

whipsaw moves. The fallout from the

couple of weeks after the government launched

begin a year earlier.

humanitarian disaster will prolong
uncertainty, with a particular focus on the

a second review of State Pension Age (SPA).
The current SPA for men and women is 66, rising

Whatever the final decision, the SPA will remain

inflation-driving markets of energy and

to 67 between 2026 and 2028.

at least 66. If you don’t want to wait for your

commodities. As global sanctions were

state pension before retiring, then planning for

imposed against Russia, pension funds

Changes to life expectancy

your early retirement is essential. Aviva’s report

and other major investment institutions

The initial independent SPA review in

also discovered:

have been faced with difficult ethical
and financial decisions. During such

2017 proposed an SPA of 68 should be
introduced between 2037 and 2039. While the
government accepted the recommendation, it
decided not to legislate until after the second
SPA review, due in 2023.

■ Nearly half of early retirees said their
finances took a hit as a result.

■ Close to a quarter of those who returned to
work after retiring early said that financial

volatile times, riding out the storm can
be the wisest long term option. If you’re

Image Credit Image Credit
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PENSIONS

concerned about your position, please ask
for advice.

issues were the reason they did so.
It is unclear whether the new review will
prompt any change:

The sooner you begin, the better. If you retire
early you will need to make up about £9,600

■ Assumptions about life expectancy

of annual income until your SPA arrives.

improvements have been revised
considerably since 2017. Broadly speaking,
the Office for National Statistics (ONS) has
now shortened the 2017 lifespan prediction
for a 68-year-old in 2039 by about two and

B The value of your investment and any income from
it can go down as well as up and you may not get
back the full amount you invested. Past performance
is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

a half years.

Base rates rise
again
The Bank of England has raised interest
rates to 0.5%, the first back-to-back rate
rise since 2004. Four members of the
Bank’s monetary policy committee voted
for a larger increase, fuelling speculation
that interest rates will rise further this
year. These rate rises are likely to push up

TAX

Tax loophole closing on second
homes
If you are a second homeowner with a holiday let, you have a year to ensure you
won’t be caught by the closure of a tax loophole used by some to avoid council tax
bills on their holiday homes.

interest rates on both mortgage products
and savings accounts. However, some
financial data providers have criticised
banks for being slow to pass on this
benefit to savers following the December
rise.

Probate fees
increase

Currently, those with second homes in England

Property owners will have to provide letting

can avoid paying council tax and can access

receipts and details of where the property

small business rates relief if they state they are

is advertised to holidaymakers, e.g. online or

Families face higher probate fees

planning to use their property as a holiday let.

via brochures. Those that fail to let out their

following the death of a loved one

property for the required period will have to

from the end of January. Personal

pay council tax the following year.

representatives or next of kin must now

However at present there is no requirement
to prove it has been rented to holidaymakers,

pay a £273 application fee for a grant

allowing some to gain a tax advantage, despite

Landlords who run commercial holiday let

of probate, which gives them control of

the property being occupied solely or primarily

businesses, which encourage tourism and

the deceased’s assets. The cost applies

for private use and standing empty for much

provide jobs and local revenue across the

for estates worth more than £5,000. The

of the year.

country, will not be penalised.

sum was previously just £215 for families

Evidenced letting

As we move towards the holiday season, now

using a qualified solicitor or probate

From April 2023 new rules stipulate holiday

is a good time to work out a plan to ensure you

practitioner.

rentals must have been let for a minimum of

don’t get caught out next year.

applying for probate, and £155 for those

70 days in the previous year to qualify for this
council tax exemption and small business rates.
In addition the property must be available to
let for 140 days a year.

B The value of tax reliefs depends on your individual
circumstances. Tax laws can change. The Financial
Conduct Authority does not regulate tax advice.

